
 

 

Look at the pictures and write the correct words. (1 p) 

1. Each person’s fingerprint is _________.  

2. Just sit and _________ you are traveling in space.  

3. We were in hospital. Our neighbor had a _________ yesterday.  

4. The store offered special _________ during the summer.  

(1)      (2) (3)    (4)  

 
p) 3Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. ( 

 

 

5. A person who spends a lot of time sitting, often watching TV and eating snacks, is ____.  

6. In winter, birds fly to Southern _________ of the country. It is warmer there.  

7. She went to Spain _________the fact that her doctor had told her to rest.  

8. The effective ways to be happy and _________ are having a good relationship with God. 

9. The _________ of colors and designs in their valuable handicrafts was amazing.  

01. If you are interested in knowing more about our _________, you can check this booklet. 

 

Complete with your own words. (2 p) 

00. This beautiful carpet is handmade. My uncle has _________ it.                                                                     

01. I think if there is water in Mars, it is so little that it cannot _________ the needs of  

      the humankind. 12 

01. Every large city has ______ people who don’t have anywhere and sleep on the streets. 

02. My favorite language is Farsi because everybody likes his or her mother _________. 

 

 

appreciate, cheerful, couch potato, despite, diversity, products, regions  



 

 

One odd out. Choose the different word in each group. (1.5 p) 

51.  a) belief b) brain c) wish d) feeling 

06. a) modern b) ancient c) new d) recent 

07.  a) addicted b) depressed  c) interested   d) worried 

 
 
Match the definition in column (A) with the words in column (B). (2 p) 

 
(A)                              (B) 

08. A large group of people who live together. a) balanced  

09. Speaking a language easily, well, and quickly. b) calm  

11. Traditional or usual things people do in an area.  c) custom  

21. With all parts existing in the correct amount.  d) fluently  

 e) society 

 
Choose the best answer. (1 points)  

22. He wanted to know the _________ of his real father. 

    a) collection        b) value             c) identity               d. introduction 

32. He was _________ with writers and painters and rarely came home at night. 

 a) increasing  b) improving  c) preferring  d) hanging out 

 
Write suitable suffix for each word. (5.5 p) 

 12. danger ____________  12. culture ___________ 

 
Write the correct forms of the words given. (2.5 p) 

16. If hunters don’t stop hunting animals, their children _________ some types of animals  

      in the future. (see) 

17. People in different parts of the world have very different ways of _________. (live) 

18. Many people enjoy computer games. They get _________ by these games. (amuse) 

19. Jane has not visited her relatives since she _________ her hometown. (leave) 

11. Ashley promised _________the invitations by tomorrow. (send)  

 
 
 
 



 

 

Choose the correct choice. (1.5 p) 

13. If we _________ technology better, we _________ things much more easily. 

 a) used / will produce  b) uses / will produce 

 c) used / may produce  d) use / will produce 

13. There is very _________ time to your final exam; I don’t think you can arrive on  

      time. 

 a) few  b) little  c) many  d) much 

11. They have known each other _________ more than twenty years. 

       a) for                                 b) since                        c) of                            d) in 

 
Unscramble the following sentences. (1 p) 

43. find / need to / blood / the students / information / about / much / . 

 
Write the correct grammatical words. (1 p) 

12. We keep food like beans or tuna in a _________ and it is made of metal. 

16. We keep milk or juice in a _________. It is made of cardboard. 

Find the grammatical mistakes and then correct them. (5.5 p) 

17. If you are listening to the classical music, you will write good poems. 

Rewrite the sentence. (1 p) 

33. Ali stays up too late and he feels sleepy.  

      If ___________________________________. 

 

Show the rising         / falling intonations       .  (5.5 p) 

93. If it snows, _______ people will drive carefully. _______ 

 
Cloze Test. (2 p) 

   Art is a creative activity by people. These people are called (04) _______. They hope 

to affect the emotions of people who (04) _______ it. Artists express themselves by 

their art. Some people find art (04) _______. Many people disagree on how to define 



 

 

art. Some say people are driven to make art due to their inner creativity. Art includes 

drawing, (04) _______, photography, performance art, music, poetry and theatre.  

04. a) artists                 b) workers                   c) rulers                    d) surfers 

04.  a) introduce            b) experience              c) decrease               d) measure 

04. a) weaving             b) reflecting                c) relaxing               d) smoking 

04.  a) jogging              b) hunting                    c) sailing                   d) painting 

Reading: 

Read the passage and answer the questions. (3 p) 

 The Louvre museum is one of the largest and most important museums in the world. 

It is housed in the expensive Louvre Palace, situated at the heart of Paris. 

       The collection of the Louvre Museum was first established in the sixteenth century 

as the private collection of King Francis 3. One of the works of art he bought was the 

now famous Mona Lisa painting. The collection grew steadily thanks to donations and 

purchases by the king.  

 In 3971, during the French Revolution, the Louvre became a national art museum 

and the private collection opened to the public. 

       The museum has a collection of over one million works of art, of which about 100333 

are on display, spread out over three wings of the former palace. The museum has a 

diverse collection ranging from the Antiquity up to the mid-nineteenth century.  

      Some of the most famous works of art in the museum are the Nike of Samothrace, 

the Dying Slave by Michelangelo and of course Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa.   

22. When did the Louvre become a national art museum? 

22. How many works of art are there in the Louvre? 

26. The Louvre is in France.       a) True        b) False                     

27. Only the King's family can visit the museum.       a) True        b) False    

 


